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Air Techniques Introduces a New View in Digital Radiography 
 

MELVILLE, New York — (May 15, 2019) — Air Techniques, Inc., a leading innovator and 
manufacturer of dental equipment, has announced ScanX Classic View as the latest 
digital radiography system in their ScanX View family series. This new scanner enables 
digitization of PSPs for all intraoral formats, sizes 0-4 and extraoral Pan and Ceph plates. It 
will make its debut at the California Dental Association Presents in Anaheim at the Air 
Techniques Booth number 316.  
 
The ScanX Classic View digital radiography system provides efficiency without 
compromise. Inclusive to every intraoral size and capable of reading extraoral Pan and 
Ceph plates, the new ScanX Classic View covers all of your diagnostic needs.  It features a 
large color touchscreen that can display a preview of the scanned image, allowing X-rays 
to be quickly checked. The easy-to-use interface enables preset scan modes resulting in 
more reliable scanning. ScanX Classic View also features four slots for simultaneous 
scanning and WiFi, making the device exceptionally flexible.  
 
“ScanX Classic View offers many advantages to today’s dental practices like quicker, 
more reliable diagnostics, improved workflow, patient comfort, and low cost of 
ownership,” said Jonathan Newman, Air Techniques’ Digital Imaging Product Manager. 
“ScanX eliminates annual costs a practice might be spending on insurance or processor 
chemicals, while providing greater flexibility and uncompromised image quality. We are 
excited to expand our offering of ScanX digital imaging systems with the new ScanX 
Classic View.” 
 
See the ScanX Classic View at the Air Techniques booth number 316 during the CDA 
presents in Anaheim. Enter to play “Scan to WIN” where CDA participants can try their 
chance by scanning a PSP through a ScanX system to see if they’ve won one of three 
great prizes. Click here to enter to play “Scan to WIN” at Air Techniques’ booth 316 during 
CDA Anaheim.  
 
Air Techniques’ strong product portfolio of utility systems, digital imaging and merchandise, 
are capable of equipping the smallest practice to the largest university or hospital. 
Consistently, Air Techniques remains the leading and largest manufacturer of dental air 
compressors and vacuum systems in North America. 
 

For more information on Air Techniques, please visit www.airtechniques.com. Become a 
fan of Air Techniques on Facebook and follow the company on LinkedIn, Twitter and 
Instagram. 
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